Abstract-Just-in-time requirements management, characterized by lightweight representation and continuous refinement of requirements, fits many iterative and incremental development projects. Being lightweight and flexible, however, can cause wasteful and procrastinated implementation, leaving certain stakeholder goals not satisfied. This paper proposes traceabilityenabled refactoring aimed at fulfilling more requirements fully. We make a novel use of requirements traceability to accurately locate where the software should be refactored, and develop a new scheme to precisely determine what refactorings should be applied to the identified places. Our approach is evaluated through an industrial study. The results show that our approach recommends refactorings more appropriately than a contemporary recommender.
I. INTRODUCTION
For many successful and long-lived software projects, the traditional notions of up-front requirements engineering (RE) -where requirements are formally specified and then baselined for subsequent development -offer limited value [1, 2] . Instead, requirements in these projects are captured less formally and become more elaborated only after the implementation begins. This is known as just-in-time RE [3, 4] which encompasses two key aspects: lightweight representation (defining requirements at a convenient level of detail) and evolutionary refinement (clarifying them when needed). Projects adopting such practice include both open source systems like Mozilla [4] and proprietary ones such as IBM's Rational Team Concert [5] .
Managing requirements in a just-in-time manner is not without risk. One challenge refers to the stagnation of the requirements that developers have already started to implement. A recent study investigated 157 user stories and showed that about 10% failed to be realized even after certain coding efforts were made [5] . Another major issue concerns the hindrance to the fulfillment of future requirements. Just-intime RE, as currently practiced, lacks explicit "big picture" thinking [4] . As a result, a long-term penalty is often imposed on how well the software can be extended to accommodate new and changing requirements.
A mainstream method to facilitate future extensions and adaptations of a software system is refactoring [6, 7] . The basic idea of refactoring is to keep the internal software quality under control during evolution by applying a set of behavior-preserving transformations to the code base. It is our overarching hypothesis that these transformations, if applied appropriately, can advance the state of the practice in software engineering by enabling more just-in-time requirements to be fully satisfied.
Testing this hypothesis entails addressing several specific research questions, including where, when, and how frequently to refactor, what refactoring(s) to perform, and how to assess the refactoring effect [8] . Murphy-Hill and Black [9] refer to the "when" and "how frequently" choices as refactoring tactics, and further suggest "refactoring early and refactoring often" is the principle that will benefit most developers. Contemporary approaches, however, depart from this principle by relying passively on developer's spontaneity to trigger refactoring. Consequently, a number of refactorings may be missed or conducted later than expected [10] . The impacts are negative: Few refactorings can result in poor software quality and delayed refactorings can incur high maintenance cost.
In our earlier work, we devised an instant refactoring framework for actively assisting developers with better tactics [11] . The framework deploys a monitoring mechanism to analyze code changes constantly (e.g., between saves), and then prompts the developer for potential refactorings. The direct effect is that more refactorings are made without much delay [11] . We thus believe this framework sets up a firm and promising basis for handling those just-in-time requirements that are slowly progressing or hard to accommodate. While our work so far has focused on the "when" and "how frequently" tactics [11, 12] , identifying "where" to apply "what" refactoring(s) remains one of the most pressing and vital issues confronting the research community [8] .
In this paper, we tackle this pivotal issue via the novel use of requirements traceability. To locate more accurately "where" the code base should be refactored, we synthesize clustering-based link retrieval [13] with the as-needed traceability information captured in issue tracking repositories [4] . To determine more precisely "what" refactoring(s) should be applied to the identified places, we develop a new scheme by first examining requirements semantics as they relate to implementation, then leveraging the semantic characterization to uncover the problems in the code (i.e., bad smells [7] ) that may impede the fulfillment of the requirements, and finally choosing the type of refactorings that can remove the bad smells.
The contributions of our work lie in the strategic use of requirements traceability to change how code refactoring can be practiced to better fit its purpose -to make the software more extensible and adaptable to new requirements [8, 9] . In our opinion, the work represents an example of innovation through RE 1 in that an extensively researched requirements topic, namely traceability [14] , creates principled ways to improve system development. In what follows, we present background information on just-in-time RE and software refactoring in Section II. We then detail our traceability-enabled refactoring framework in Section III. Section IV describes an industrial study to evaluate our approach. Finally, Section V places our work in the context of related research and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Just-In-Time Requirements Analysis
In a recent attempt to understand RE in open source software projects, Alspaugh and Scacchi [2] identified three characteristics of what they termed "classical requirements": 1) a central document (e.g., an IEEE-830 software requirements specification); 2) described in terms of problem space constructs (e.g., stakeholder goals); and 3) examination of the document to uncover defects (e.g., ambiguity, inconsistency, and incompleteness). This last point offers probably the greatest benefit, as asserted by Boehm with data support [15] :
Clearly, it pays off to invest effort in finding requirements errors early and correcting them in, say, 1 man-hour rather than waiting to find the error during operations and having to spend 100 manhours correcting it.
Because of this benefit, the effort spent in getting the requirements right (e.g., modeling and formal methods) early in the software life cycle can be justified. Ernst and Murphy [4] referred it as "up-front RE".
What was found out, however, is ongoing development with neither classical requirements [2] nor up-front RE [4] . This is true for a number of long-lived and critical open source systems that provide quality and rich functional capabilities, such as Apache and Mozilla [16] . What was actually practiced, then, is regarded as "just-intime RE" where requirements are expressed less formally and only fully elaborated once the implementation begins [3, 4] . Contrary to up-front RE's detailed plans and estimates for what should be done, just-in-time RE promotes rapid development and continuous refinement. The basic tenet is given succinctly by Beck [17] :
As we develop, we learn more about the problem and what is required to solve the problem. 1 RE'14 has a dual theme focused on innovation: innovation in RE and innovation through RE. See http://re14.org for more information. The common and dominant way to manage just-in-time requirements is the use of issue tracking system, e.g., Bugzilla 2 or JIRA 3 . We model the relevant concepts in Fig. 1 by synthesizing related studies in the literature [2, 4, 5, 16, 18] . The model is by no means a complete reference but is intended to serve as a unified conceptual basis for streamlining our discussion. Scacchi [16] recognized in his seminal work a set of "software informalisms" as the main sources for requirements. Informalisms, like emails and instant messaging, provide socially lightweight mechanisms for communicating and coordinating project knowledge.
Just-in-time requirements may be represented by user stories or in a feature list [4] , but as shown in Fig. 1 , the to-beimplemented ones "eventually end up as feature requests in an issue tracking system" [18] . Feature request and bug report are two special kinds of issue. For our discussion, they are different because "a defect (bug) stops living once resolved, but the description of a requirement (feature) is still valid documentation once implemented" [18] . The implementation of a feature typically involves a series of clarifying discussions. The actual implementation is then carried out by dividing the feature request into concrete and actionable tasks and by assigning the tasks to developers.
Because of the rich information stored in issue tracking systems, they are adopted by many projects besides open source systems to keep the requirements on track. For example, IBM's Rational Team Concert project, which follows an iterative development process with six-week release cycles, relies on an issue tracking system for geographically distributed sites to clarify the requirements and to coordinate developers' implementation tasks [5] . Studying the requirements clarification patterns in this project reveals a mixed outcome of just-in-time RE. While certain requirements progress smoothly toward full implementation, others are clarified late in the development cycle which makes them infeasible to be realized [5] . Two of the suspicious patterns are displayed in Fig. 2 . They are representative of just-in-time RE's drawbacks. Because requirements are defined at a convenient level of detail, erroneous and wasteful implementation can happen, as shown by the "back-to-draft" pattern in Fig. 2b . Because requirements are clarified when needed, developers sometimes wait till the last minute to engineer them, as shown by "procrastination" in Fig. 2c . The procrastinated implementation is at greater risk of not being completed, but even if it is finished before the release, higher maintenance cost may be incurred [4] . In sum, being lightweight and flexible makes just-in-time RE a better fit for many software development projects than classical up-front RE, but often this comes at the cost of not fully meeting the project's and stakeholders' goals.
B. Software Refactoring
Although developers have long practiced program restructuring, the term "refactoring" was first introduced by Opdyke [6] as "the process of changing a software system in such a way that it does not alter the external behavior of the code, yet improves its internal structure". The core idea is to redistribute programming elements (e.g., variables and methods) across the class hierarchy in order to facilitate future adaptations and extensions [8] . Clearly, the main objective of refactoring is to help adequately prepare the software system for meeting new and changing requirements.
Fowler [7] popularized refactoring when he cataloged 72 structural changes observed repeatedly in various programming languages and application domains. Research confirms that refactoring has become mainstream and is now widely practiced by developers [9, 10, 19] . A state-of-the-art survey by Mens and Tourwé [8] shows that the refactoring process consists of a number of distinct activities:
1. Identify where the software should be refactored.
2. Determine what refactoring(s) should be applied to the identified places. 3. Ensure that the applied refactoring preserves behavior. 4 . Apply the refactoring. 5 . Assess the effect of the refactoring. 6 . Maintain the consistency between the refactored code and other artifacts such as requirements and tests. Performing these activities requires different tools as the manual approach is often repetitive, time-consuming, and error-prone -an example would be to apply RENAME IDENTIFIER refactoring across multiple class files. One area in which extensive tool support has been developed is "bad smell" detection. Bad smells are "structures in the code that suggest the possibility of refactoring" and 22 such signs of potential problems are initially identified in [7] . 4 A review of these 22 code smells suggests an imbalanced support in that Duplicated Code receives most research attention whereas some smells like Message Chains receive little [20] . The review also points out the lack of evidence available to justify the use of current smell-based approaches to direct effective refactoring [20] . Thus our knowledge about "where" to apply "what" refactoring(s) remains insufficient.
The list of activities given by Mens and Tourwé [8] is especially important from the viewpoint of developing automated tool support. Human intervention, however, is indispensable in software refactoring. A primary reason stems from the intrinsically informal interpretation of "behavior preservation". Although Opdyke's original definition hinges on formally checking refactoring preconditions and input-output behaviors [6] , it is later proven to be insufficient [8] . Rather, it is recommended that we should have a wider range of definitions of behavior that need to be preserved by refactoring, depending on domain-specific or even user-specific concerns [8] . For example, the temporal constraints should be preserved when real-time software is refactored, and so should the concrete notions of safety (e.g., liveness) be preserved in the refactoring of mission-critical systems.
Another area that automated support is limited is the tactical dimension of refactoring choices. Such decisions include not only the previously mentioned "when" and "how frequently" to refactor [9] , but also how to mix refactoring with developers' other programming tasks (e.g., bug fixing). On one hand, refactoring can be conducted over protracted periods, during which developers perform few if any other kinds of program changes. For example, Microsoft typically reserves 20% of development efforts on thorough refactoring right after a version is released and before the development of the next version is initiated [21] . On the other hand, refactoring can be seen as a means to reach a specific end (e.g., adding a feature) instead of the end itself. For example, more than half of the Mylyn refactorings indicate that developers intersperse other kinds of program changes with refactorings to keep the code healthy [10] . These competing but often coexisting tactics make it difficult to tease out and measure the impact of refactoring.
In sum, refactoring is a mainstream software engineering practice whose prime purpose is to make the code base more extensible and easily adapted to future requirements. Despite the rapidly growing body of research in the last decade, there remains an important gap in the current knowledge about how to locate the "where" and determine the "what" for effective refactoring. The emerging research thrust in refactoring tactics further illuminates the challenge of assessing the value and effect of refactoring.
III. ENABLING SOFTWARE REFACTORING THROUGH REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY
The underlying premise of our research is that using justin-time requirements to drive software refactoring will advance the state-of-the-art in both fields. Our essential argument is that the role of refactoring is better justified by leading more requirements to their full implementation. To examine this premise, we significantly extend monitor-based refactoring [11] by exploiting the novel use of requirements traceability information.
An overview of the proposed framework is presented in Fig. 3 . As the developer performs coding and debugging activities, our framework monitors the code changes and relates the programming activities to requirements with the possible help of the issue tracking system. Through tracing and semantic characterization of the requirements, our framework recommends refactoring opportunities to the developer.
Compared to our prior work [11] , the key difference which is also the unique advantage of the approach in Fig. 3 is requirements-driven. Unlike contemporary refactoring approaches that scan largely the source code to detect bad smells, our framework makes full and explicit use of the requirements information (i.e., feature requests extracted from the issue tracking system) to direct the refactoring process. In this way, refactoring is made to not just clean up the unhealthy code, but to do so with a purpose -to be better ready for satisfying more requirements. The rest of this section describes in detail how we leverage requirements traceability (Section III-A) and a new semantic scheme (Section III-B) to drive software refactoring. Section IV presents an evaluation of our approach.
A. Using Traceability to Locate "Where"
The specific question we address in this sub-section concerns the accurate identification of the places in the code that should be refactored. In our framework, we first consider the set of requirements that the current development cycle implements. This set can be readily extracted according to the issue tracking system's "feature requests" (cf. Fig. 1 ), which we call "targeted requirements" with respect to the ongoing implementation. We then retrieve requirements-to-source-code traceability links for the targeted requirements, and detect code smells 5 only within the tracing results. The simple rule that we are using here is that: "Do not refactor the code that cannot even be traced to the targeted requirements". Thus the question of locating to-be-refactored code is cast as a requirements tracing problem.
Traceability is one of the most actively and intensively researched topics in RE [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . A tracing method is accurate if it achieves a high level of recall and precision, where recall is defined as the percentage of correct links that are retrieved and precision is defined as the percentage of 5 The smell detection and refactoring recommendation in our framework are also requirements-driven and will be discussed in Section III-B. retrieved links that are correct [27] . It is these accuracy criteria that our framework uses to guide the identification of "where" the software should be refactored. Although numerous tracing methods exist, the ones adopting standard information retrieval (IR) algorithms are equivalent in that they are able to capture almost the same traceability information [28] . In most cases, a recall of 90% is achievable at precision levels of 5-30% [24, 27, 28, 29] . Before choosing an accurate tracing mechanism among the many options [14, 30] or even developing a new one, we must understand how traceability is currently practiced in justin-time RE. The pertinent literature, however, is surprisingly scant. A noticeable exception is Ernst and Murphy's recent empirical study on three large open source software projects [4] . The tracking from requirements to implementation in these projects, perhaps not surprisingly, is labeled "as-needed traceability" [4] . Inheriting the essential characteristics of just-intime RE, traceability is implemented where necessary, but as long as it is implemented, traceability is defined through the built-in support from the issue tracking system. All three projects follow the practice of prefacing a commit message to the code repository with a task ID number. In another word, the requirements-to-source-code traceability links can be obtained by querying the issue tracking system through the feature request's task ID(s). The advantage of as-needed traceability is that developers actually do it [4] . It is therefore emphasized that automated traceability recovery is fruitless without taking into account the as-needed traceability information [4] .
It should be pointed out that as-needed traceability does not equal to perfect traceability. For the requirements whose implementation is not yet finished, that is, those feature requests whose status is still "open", the traceability information stored in the issue tracking system is incomplete at best. Even for the "closed" ones, if their implementation is procrastinated as illustrated in Fig. 2c , then the traceability information may be completely missing in the issue tracker due to the time pressure. Thus the requirements-to-source-code links defined by as-needed traceability are of high precision, i.e., they are indeed correct but are hardly complete.
Our framework integrates as-needed traceability into clustering-based link retrieval -a technique that we investigated in [13] . The rationale is derived directly from the 
1.
For each req ∈ set of targeted requirements 2.
VSM ← retrieve candidate traceability links based on the tf-idf textual similarity between code and req 3.
C ← cluster VSM by applying single-link with k=8 4.
Creq ← remove 3 lowest-quality clusters from C 5.
If as-needed traceability = NULL 6.
Creq ← remove those clusters containing no as-needed traceability from Creq 7.
Return Creq Fig. 4 . Identifying to-be-refactored code by integrating as-needed traceability into clustering-based link retrieval.
cluster hypothesis stating that correct links tend to cluster near other correct links and farther away from incorrect ones. We examined five clustering algorithms (k-means, bisecting divisive, single-link, complete-link, and average-link) over four datasets, and the findings showed that the single-link algorithm at the 8-cluster (k=8) granularity best supports the cluster hypothesis in automated traceability [13] . The quality of the resulting clusters can then be judged on the basis of the link that is most similar to the requirement, and discarding the 3 lowest-quality clusters is found to significantly improve the tracing accuracy [13] . While this heuristic is kept intact, we introduce an additional filter so that if the as-needed (and correct) traceability links are defined, then the clusters that do not contain these links are further removed. The entire procedure is summarized in Fig. 4 . Note that clustering is only one way of feeding as-needed traceability into the retrieval process. Classification, for example, could lead to another automated solution [31] . Nevertheless, our underlying mechanism (lines 2−4 of Fig. 4 ) is shown to greatly enhance a baseline IR method [13] . The augmented filter (lines 5−6 of Fig. 4 ), as will be shown in Section IV, further improves tracing accuracy.
B. Characterizing Semantics to Determine "What"
Having identified the to-be-refactored code through traceability, we now turn our attention to refactoring selection. Current research chooses refactorings depending mainly on the bad smells directly observed in the source code. However, bad smells are symptoms of design problems [7] . Different problems can lead to the same symptom, but their resolutions may differ. To handle a smell of Duplicated Code, for instance, we can simply REMOVE CODE to reduce redundancy or EXTRACT CLASS to achieve a better separation of concerns. A more extreme example is provided in Fowler's catalog: if a class is affected by Type Code, one can replace it in 5 different ways: CLASS, MODULE EXTENSION, POLYMOR-PHISM, STATE/STRATEGY, and SUBCLASSES [7] . Advancing the research on refactoring selection therefore requires a high precision, i.e., recommending the exact type of refactoring(s) by looking beyond the symptom (code smell).
Our framework shown in Fig. 3 employs a requirementsdriven component to direct smell detection and refactoring selection. In particular, we build upon the work on semantic analysis in RE [32, 33] to tease out the action-oriented theme of a requirement. Such theme, according to Fillmore's case theory [34] , can be characterized by the verb in the requirements description and the direct object that the verb evokes (acts upon). We then detect those code smells that pose potential threats to the implementation of the intended action, and further recommend refactoring(s) to mitigate the threats. Table I shows the novel scheme, in which the requirements semantics helps unearth why the code smells so as to precisely determine how to correct the smell.
To guide the semantic classification, we extend the previous research [32, 33] and manually inspect the feature requests of Mozilla -a project that adopts just-in-time RE [4] . The analysis of Mozilla's issue tracking system was carried by two researchers independently. Their findings were then shared and discussed with the participation of a third researcher. Collectively, the most representative requirement was selected to report here. Next we ground our discussion on each of the semantic categories by using these representative requirements. Notably, the just-in-time requirements are stated heavily in solution-space terms, a deviation from "classical requirements" [2] . This, however, effectively facilitates our mapping between the requirement and its implementation. 
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Add a functional capability: Feature request 226680 is about providing a checkbox for installing extensions to profile directory
Facebook
Twitter 2 ) Enhance a quality attribute: For issue 578133, the heading reads, "make us fast". Long Method can cause not only performance issues but degradation of other quality attributes like complexity and understandability. SUBSTITUTE ALGORITHM helps replace the smell with the code that is faster, simpler, clearer, etc. Note that "make us fast" is truly a just-in-time requirement because its meaning becomes more unambiguous only after the implementation begins [4] .
.1 )
Refine by expanding the requirement with more details: Requirement 228585 builds on the bookmark-adding feature that remembers if the user last had the tree view expanded or not, and suggests a step further to remember the last selected folder in the tree view so that the folder can be highlighted. The intertwining relationship may cause Message Chains in the implementation, which can be addressed by ADD PARAMETER as follows. 3 .2 ) Refine by extending the requirement with more specifics: Feature request 713036 suggests extending bookmark operations from a single-tab to a multi-tab setting. Long Parameter List is a sign of potentially tangling code. The refactoring EXTRACT SUBCLASS delineated below can be used to refine the inheritance hierarchy. 6 .2 ) Adapt to another platform: Feature request 669642 points out that about:firefox pops up the description in desktops, but in mobile platform, about:firefox should be better implemented by navigating to a window where one can check for updates and find help information. Accordingly, DYNAMIC METHOD DEFINITION may address the problem of Primitive Obsession (e.g., literals used to express the about:firefox message).
It is worth mentioning here that the categories listed in Table I are classified manually, though future automation is possible, e.g., by calibrating the Naive Bayesian classifier [5, 31] . Our analysis of Mozilla's repository focuses on representative feature requests, though (semi-)automatically calculating the issue distribution over different categories can offer additional insight. Given the above reasons, the records presented in Table I may not be complete. In fact, at this stage of our research, we trade completeness for originality as our goal is to discover a new way to improve the precision of refactoring selection.
IV. EVALUATION
This section presents an empirical investigation into the impact of our traceability-enabled refactoring approach on justin-time RE. While our overarching goal is to best transform and prepare the code to fulfill the requirements, the framework described in Section III is intended to achieve two specific objectives: (1) accurately locate the to-be-refactored code, and (2) precisely select the type of refactorings at these locations. Thus, we first introduce the background of our empirical study (Section IV-A), then assess separately how the two objectives are accomplished (Section IV-B and Section IV-C), and finally discuss the threats to validity of our study (Section IV-D).
A. Background
The subject system of our study is a software-intensive platform that provides technological solutions for service delivery and workforce development in a specific region of the United States. In order to honor confidentiality agreements, we use the pseudonym "WDS" to refer to the system. WDS has been deployed for over a decade and is developed using Java and Eclipse technologies. It intends to meet the goals of multiple stakeholders, including job seekers, employers, educational institutions, and government agencies.
WDS development follows an iterative and incremental life cycle with each version released in around 6 to 8 weeks. While WDS developers are encouraged to "refactor early and refactor often", a designated refactoring period is reserved shortly after the latest version is released and right before the development of the next version is launched -a practice similar to Microsoft [21] . The requirements of WDS are managed in a typical just-in-time way. The project team uses the commercial state-of-the-practice JIRA issue tracking system to communicate the requirements and to record the as-needed traceability information.
We select the most recent stable release of WDS to investigate. We refer to this version as "code base X". This code base contains over 500 Java classes. The contextual information is shown in Fig. 5 . The annotated t a , t b , and t c in Fig. 5 should be thought of as short time periods (e.g., 1 or 2 days) rather than instantaneous time points. The just-intime requirements extracted from JIRA for development cycle X include successfully closed feature requests {REQ X 1 , REQ X 2 , . . . , REQ X n }, as well as three open features {REQ 1 , REQ 2 , REQ 3 } that are not delivered at t b . For the upcoming development cycle Y, two arriving requirements {REQ 4 , REQ 5 } are already entered into JIRA at t b , although more features {REQ Y 1 , REQ Y 2 , . . . , REQ Y m } may be requested in the future.
For code base X at t b , the set of targeted requirements is composed of {REQ 1 , REQ 2 , REQ 3 , REQ 4 , REQ 5 }. It is this set that our framework takes full advantage of (cf. Fig. 3 ). The middle column of Table II provides the requirements description. As-needed traceability for {REQ 1 , REQ 2 , REQ 3 } can be found in JIRA, which shows partial implementation of these requirements. Further analysis of the discussion events indicates that REQ 1 and REQ 2 come "back-to-draft" (cf. Fig. 2b ) whereas REQ 3 's implementation is procrastinated (cf . Fig 2c) . For this reason, REQ 1 and REQ 2 are marked as infeasible during development cycle X.
B. Assessing Accuracy of Code Location
As we formulate refactoring location as a requirements tracing problem, the accuracy is measured by standard IR metrics: recall and precision [27] . The answer set of all the correct traceability links is provided by the WDS project team at the requirement-to-Java-class granularity. Table III compares the automated tracing results performed by the tf-idf textual matching with uniform pruning [27] , the clusteringbased retrieval [13] , and the clustering-based retrieval augmented with the additional filter (cf. Fig. 4) .
The results in Table III show that, compared to the termbased tf-idf retrieval, grouping candidate traceability links into clusters and then filtering out the 3 lowest-quality clusters improve both recall and precision for all the 5 targeted requirements. The main reason is that correct links are pulling other correct links toward each other but pushing incorrect links away to different clusters [13] . Note that the clusteringbased link retrieval works regardless of the availability of as-needed traceability, indicating the generalizability of our approach beyond just-in-time RE.
For {REQ 1 , REQ 2 , REQ 3 }, having as-needed traceability serve as an extra filter further enhances the tracing performance. While recall is unchanged from the clustering-based retrieval, precision increases because the filter discards more false positives -those links appearing in the cluster that does not include any of the correct as-needed traceability links. The improvement, when compared with the precision of REQ 4 and REQ 5 , is nontrivial. Our results therefore stress the importance of equipping automated traceability with the available as-needed information [4] .
C. Assessing Precision of Refactoring Selection
We build on our tracing results to examine what refactoring(s) should be applied to the traced Java classes. Refactoring selection is essentially a recommendation problem [35] . In software engineering, a recommender helps to overcome developers' information overload by exposing them to the most interesting and relevant items -in our case, what code needs to be refactored in which way in order to correct what bad smells. Ultimately it is up to the developers to follow or ignore the recommendations.
Refactoring recommendations are often evaluated in two different ways. The first involves collecting opinions from domain experts, application developers, or other human evaluators. For example, Bavota et al. [36] recruited 30 Master's students in Computer Science to rate the usefulness of the suggested EXTRACT CLASS refactorings on a 5-point Likert scale. The second injects recommendations into actual development. For example, a prototype recommender, InsRefactor, was developed in our previous work and a controlled experiment was conducted to compare the students' refactoring performance with and without InsRefactor in order to quantify the recommendations' effectiveness [11] .
We followed mainly the qualitative evaluation mechanism by asking the opinions from three WDS developers. In particular, we provided each developer with a hard copy of the targeted requirements (REQ 1 -REQ 5 ) and asked them The refactorings that the WDS developers assessed included the recommendations generated by our approach and the ones made by InsRefactor [11] . In our study, InsRefactor worked by taking the traced Java classes as input and calling a set of state-of-the-art smell detectors to recommend refactorings. 6 Although our approach used the same set of smell detectors, the refactorings were selected based on the scheme defined in Table I . This difference, though important for our internal data analysis, was not shown to the external evaluators (i.e., the WDS developers). In fact, all the recommendations, irrespective of the source, were displayed using the same style in Eclipse [11] . Basically the evaluator was prompted with the tuple <code, smell, refactoring> in an arbitrary order to provide the ratings, and optionally, the justifications.
Using requirements to drive refactoring is the unique feature of our approach. As shown in Table II , each of the 5 targeted requirements fits in one and only one of the semantic categories. This demonstrates the generalizability of our scheme, and more importantly, leads to refactorings more on the target. For the 9 classes listed in Fig. 6a , our approach makes 6 recommendations shown in Fig. 6b . InsRefactor, meanwhile, recommends 11 refactorings, two of which overlap with ours. Although InsRefactor's recommendations were perceived easier to implement (average=3.7; average of ours=3.5) 7 , they were less appropriate (average=2.5; average of ours=3.8). Moreover, the refactorings targeted at previously infeasible requirements, namely REQ 1 and REQ 2 , received positive ratings. One WDS developer commented, "Extract a WP Manager class is exactly what I'm doing right now [to implement REQ 2 ]." Not all of our recommendations received positive ratings. The one targeted at REQ 3 ("make the merge utility fast"), for instance, seemed appropriate but finding the actual algorithm to substitute for the long method was not an easy implementation task. The results thus show the precision of our refactoring selection and also indicate the room for improvement. 
D. Threats to Validity
Our study represents an initial attempt to assess the impact of traceability-enabled refactoring on the overall just-in-time RE practice. We discuss here some of the most important factors that must be considered when interpreting the results.
The construct validity [38] of our study can be affected by two major threats. On the operational level, we measured appropriateness of recommended refactorings only qualitatively by surveying WDS developers. We were unable to evaluate the quantitative effect by interrupting the developers within their daily work, or to determine whether our approach would have a direct impact on the actual implementation (quality, speed, etc.) of the just-in-time requirements. On the conceptual level, our guiding premise is that the more requirements implemented the better. While this may not be desired for processes like up-front RE, we believe it fits well with the lightweight nature of just-in-time RE which lacks "big picture" thinking [4] . One may think it is careless planning to even start implementing the features that are redundant or of little interest to the stakeholders, but we argue that oftentimes we do not know what features become irrelevant and removable until they are delivered.
One of the internal validity [38] threats relates to the sequential examination of the two steps in our approach, i.e., locating the "where" followed by selecting the "what". While this order is in line with the 6 refactoring activities defined by Mens and Tourwé [8] (cf. Section II-B), caution must be taken in interpreting our findings as a whole rather than separately. In particular, because the automated tracing results did not reach the 100% recall and precision (cf . Table III) , it is not known how a perfectly traced set of code artifacts would affect the refactoring recommendations and their ratings. It is also not known how incorrect and imprecise traceability may have affected our current results. Another confounding variable stems from our design of basing the subjective rating on the targeted requirements. While all the three WDS developers in our study provided justifications directly related to REQ 1 -REQ 5 , carrying out an experiment with actual requirements implementation tasks can mitigate this threat to a great extent.
An important threat to external validity [38] is that our study was conducted on a single dataset. For requirements-tosource-code tracing, our approach relies upon the clusteringbased link retrieval which is shown to perform accurately in several, but not all, project environments [13] . For refactoring recommendation, it is encouraging to note that our semantic categorization is in general applicable to the open source Mozilla and the proprietary WDS projects. We therefore position our study as a proof-of-concept stepping stone toward more rigorous analyses and assessments.
V. RELATED WORK
Software traceability research has its root in Gotel and Finkelstein's seminal work [22] . A majority of the effort has been spent in recovering the traceability links [30] . Our work advances the literature by showing that traceability can be more than recovered. It can be utilized. Research in this direction includes using traceability to support software change tasks [39] and examining trace granularity (requirement-toclass vs. requirement-to-method) from a cost-benefit perspective [25] . Our work focuses on a different application area: code refactoring. Interestingly, we support the finding that class-level traces are more practically valuable [25] because our approach can recommend refactorings at both class and method levels (cf. Table I) .
Utilizing traceability does not have to wait till the end of the project. In [40, 41] , Cleland-Huang et al. proposed event-based traceability to generate timely project notifications by monitoring changes made to software artifacts. We also built a monitor to promptly remind the developer of resolving the code smells at their early appearance [11] . Our current framework thus institutes a "monitor" in Fig. 3 to allow for instant refactoring recommendations. We plan to combine the requirements-driven and monitor-based refactoring mechanisms in the next release of InsRefactor.
Tahvildari and Kontogiannis [42] were among the first to use requirements to guide software re-engineering. They encoded softgoal interdependency graphs to reason about code transformation's (partial) satisfaction of the quality goals like performance and maintainability. Our work complements theirs by leveraging both functional and quality requirements to guide code transformation. A recent endeavor explored how different types of refactoring might help or hurt traceability [43] . In a word, our research differs from and also helps close the loop of that endeavor: The work in [43] is about "refactoring for traceability" and ours is about "traceability for refactoring".
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have contributed a novel traceabilityenabled refactoring approach to addressing the challenges of just-in-time RE. Our approach takes full advantage of the requirements traceability information to identify the to-berefactored locations and to rationalize why a certain type of refactoring should be carried out. A proof-of-concept study on an industrial software system shows our approach's accuracy of locating "where" to refactor and precision of recommending "what" to refactor.
Our overarching goal is to improve traceability and refactoring practices by fully exploiting their interconnections. Our future work includes enriching the requirements-driven scheme for refactoring, pushing the relevant recommendations instantly to the stakeholders, and maintaining traceability after refactorings are performed.
